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Market Overview
Some sunshine!

Well, the old adage that farmers are never happy seems true, last week I was complaining about too much rain
and now we are running around like crazy irrigating as the hot windy weather has dried things out very
quickly!
We really needed those nice fine days and good sunlight hours and it should have given everything a bit of a
shot in the arm. We are still well behind growth for this time of year but let’s hope we can catch up over the
next few weeks, especially if the Auckland region can open hospitality venues soon.
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Hot Deals This Week
*Valid for orders invoiced from Tuesday 23/11/21 to Monday 29/11/21

Fresh Connection Asparagus

Fresh Connection Gourmet Potato

$7.25 per kg

$1.65 per kg

Article 5276852

Article 5276963

Fresh Connection Cherry Tomatoes
Red Punnet

$3.15 per punnet
Article 5276989
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Fresh Vegetables
PRODUCT

AVAILABILITY

QUALITY

COMMENT

New season crop coming on well with good harvesting conditions

Potato
Pumpkin

Stored product is starting to get rots so supply is tight and will get
harder from here

Tomato

Supply has dropped away again we are hoping the sunshine will
give them a boost again

Kumara

Reds, Beauregard and gold all available in good quantities

Broccoli

Supply looking stable for this week but less around

Cauliflower

Supply average this week, supply certainly less than last week

Cucumber

Good supply and consistent quality

Good

Marginal

Challenging
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Fresh Fruits
PRODUCT

AVAILABILITY

QUALITY

COMMENT

All back to normal and shipping schedules on track

Banana

Encore varieties going OK, cop volumes are down

Mandarin

Only red grapes this week until new shipment on Thursday

Grapes
Kiwifruit

Fruit has been stored for some time now and prices starting to lift, gold
has gone very short

Honeydew &
Rock Melon

Only very limited and very expensive air freight crop available

Pineapple

Supply is now back to normal

Apple

Quality is starting to drop off with the crop being stored for so long, not
too bad at this stage

Pear

Fresh new season NZ Packham pears back in stock now

Lemon

Starting to slow down with supply now we are at the end of the season

Good

Marginal

Challenging
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Seasonal Update
•

Summer fruit is just around the corner, we have seen the first of the apricots come in but these early season offerings
are not the best, I think they are a bit hard and tasteless until the main varieties start coming through in early
December so we will hold off until then and by then we should be ready to go with nectarines and peaches and then
hopefully plums.

•

Fresh NZ strawberries and blueberries now in stock and prices are coming back so great to start adding to those
summer menus.

•

Courgettes supply has improved a lot this week. Should be no issues with any supply but certainly not as plentiful
across most products as last week.
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Did you know?
Watermelons, hence their name, are made up of 92% water and watermelon is one of the only foods to be
classified as both a fruit and a vegetable.
Wild watermelons are native to South Africa and the Watermelon is a relative of pumpkins and cucumbers.
Early explorers used watermelons similar to a drink bottle to hold fluids and in ancient Egypt, watermelons were
placed in burial tombs to nourish the soul after they had passed. Watermelon only began growing in China in
the 10th century and Europe in the 13th century.
Watermelon has a greater concentrated source of lycopene in comparison to tomatoes.
Watermelon is the most consumed melon and there are more than 1,200 varieties of different watermelon.
Although many people prefer not to, all of the watermelon including the rind can be eaten and globally, China is
the leading producer.
There is evidence showing that the first watermelon ever grown was in Egypt approximately 5,000 years ago.
Seedless watermelons are not genetically modified but are a hybrid species.
Watermelon juice may relieve muscle tension, is rich in many vitamins, contains 6% sugar and Watermelon has
been known as a natural Viagra due to its citrulline content.
The heaviest watermelon recorded weighed 160kg lbs and was grown in 2013

